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June 28, 2019

The Honorable Ajit V. Pai, Chairman
Federal Communications Commission
455 l21h Street, Southwest
Washington, DC 20554
Dear Chairman Pai:
We write regarding the Commission's draft order to revise the children's television programming
("Kid Vid") rules. Congress passed the Children' s Television Act in 1990 on a bipartisan basis,
establishing requirements for television broadcasters to provide kids with valuable, educational
programming. For nearly three decades, these guidelines have benefited countless children and
families of all backgrounds, providing young Americans with nourishing content to help them
thrive and grow. Unfortunately, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC)'s cun-ent
proposal to change the Kid Vid rules would significantly decrease children' s access to this
critical resource.
While we are pleased that the FCC is not moving forward with its initial plan to dismantle the
children' s television rules, we write to express our concern that the Commission's current
proposed changes would limit the reach of educational content available to children and have a
particularly damaging effect on youth in low-income and minority communities. The FCC's
cun-ent draft order would decrease families' access to educational programming, and this is
particularly true for African American households, of which 16% rely on over-the-air television 1,
Hispanic households, of which 20% percent rely on this programming 2 , and Americans making
less than $25,000 per year, of which 30% depend on over-the-air feeds3 . We encourage you to
continue requiring broadcasters to provide at least three hours per week of regularly scheduled,
educational content on primary stations.
The Commission' s current proposal would allow a third of required educational content to be
aired on secondary "multicast" stations, effectively limiting viewers' access to these shows for
the sake of providing increased "flexibility." 4 Total viewership of multicast stations is
significantly lower than that of broadcasters' primary stations5, and these stations fail to reach
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millions of households. 6 Allowing broadcasters to shelve children's content on multicast stations
with minimal viewership would significantly limit the likelihood that this content will reach the
young people it is intended to benefit. The Commission should not permit broadcasters to shift
content from primary to sparsely viewed secondary stations.
Your proposal would further limit access to the content kids rely on by requiring only two-thirds
of content to be regularly scheduled. Today, much of the programming aired by broadcasters is
not meant for children, and parents should be able to know exactly when age-appropriate and
informational shows will run. Educational shows are of no benefit to kids if families do not know
when to tune in. In light of this concern, we request that you maintain the requirement that
broadcasters air all Kid Vid programming on a regularly scheduled basis.
Your draft order contains several other changes that, if implemented, would further limit
children's access to educational content intended for them. Such problematic changes include
extending the time frame when required children' s content can be aired into early morning hours
and allowing broadcasters to air only three hours of educational content total per week across all
of their stations, rather than three hours on each station airing content. Neither of these changes
would help kids to access vital educational content, and we call on you to reconsider these
revisions.
In exchange for free access to the airwaves, broadcasters, among other public interest
obligations, are required to air a mere three hours per week-less than two percent of their totai
broadcast time-of educational children's content. This should remain the rule.
Thank you for your attention to this important matter.

Sincerely,
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Edward J. Mark~
United States Senator
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Kirsten Gillibrand
United States Senator

States Senator
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Richard Blumenthal
United States Senator

Sherrod Brown
United States Senator

Ron Wyden
United States Senator

CC: The Honorable Michael O' Rielly,
The Honorable Brendan Carr
The Honorable Jessica Rosenworcel
The Honorable Geoffrey Starks
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